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tank military vehicle britannica com - tank any heavily armed and armoured combat vehicle that moves on two endless
metal chains called tracks tanks are essentially weapon platforms that make the weapons mounted in them more effective
by their cross country mobility and by the protection they provide for their crews weapons mounted in tanks have ranged
from single rifle calibre machine guns to in recent years long barreled, tanks of the united states wikipedia - the m1917
was the u s s first mass produced tank a license built near copy of the french renault ft the us army ordered approximately 4
440 m1917s between 1918 and 1919 receiving about 950 before cancelling the contract a requirement of 1 200 was
decided later increased to 4 400 and some sample renault tanks plans and various parts were sent to the us for study,
narco tanks tank encyclopedia - the real mad max cars narco tanks known as narco tanques in spanish is an umbrella
term made by the media for the improvised armored cars used by modern drugs cartels in mexico suvs and commercial
vehicles serve as the chassis for narco tanks and they are tooled up with armor turrets mounted weapons and even james
bond like gadgets, zulfiqar mbt 1993 tank encyclopedia - development this mbt was named after the legendary sword of
ali the first shiite imam brigadier general mir younes masoumzadeh is often cited as the genitor of this tank as deputy
ground force commander for research and self sufficiency of the armed forces in the early 1980s, about us viziv
technologies viziv technologies - allen page jd cpa general counsel and secretary viziv technologies llc allen page earned
a b b a in accounting cum laude and a masters of accountancy from baylor university in 2005 and a doctorate of
jurisprudence magna cum laude from baylor university school of law in 2010 mr page is also a certified public accountant
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